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Do you want to experience a sense of pride?
Whenever we have guests from out of town, we give
them a tour of Four Seasons. We drive in from
Pitney, on Quail Hill Boulevard, through the forest,
past the lakes with fountains. We drive them through
all of our villages, pointing out our common areas
with all the walking paths we have. Then a tour of
our clubhouse, indoor and outdoor pools, the bocce,
tennis and shuffle board courts and in the end, we
hear these familiar words, ”WOW, what a fabulous
place to live!” Mike DiBella once said it best:
“Living at Four Seasons is like being on vacation
365 days per year, except you have to make your
own bed!”

And our Four Seasons is unique to all others. We
have a natural wildlife preserve, limiting building
and insuring our traffic will never be equal to those
communities up north.

We have Atlantic City’s night life minutes
away, but most of all, we live adjacent to Historic
Smithville and everything it has to offer. Where
else can you go for breakfast and have to ask a
giant goose or rooster to move to the side while
you walk up three or four steps. (You get the
feeling the eggs must be awfully fresh.) Or dine at
the fabulous Smithville Inn, with all the
revolutionary war time history it holds.

The Seasoned Observer has always promoted
the patronage of our local stores and restaurants to
insure that our community has all the amenities
that these businesses represent. Now that we are
entering the “Holiday Season”, there can be no
better time to visit the local shops, some within
walking distance, and no more than a few minutes
drive for others.

Continued on page 3
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Our next open discussion group meeting
will be on Monday, Dec. 13, at 9:30AM
In the clubhouse - anyone can come

To read prior issues of the Seasoned
Observer

Go to: www.fsresidents.org/portal

WAM claims they specifically requested
that the Seasoned Observer not endorse
them, or use their names, when running for
the Board. We have the proof that says
otherwise.

Story on page 4

By giving our Judiciary Committee
enforcement rights, we can limit the power
of our Board of Trustees to that which is
given to them as detailed in our Governing
Documents and reduce our legal fees when
loop-holes are no longer sought.

Story on page 13

In a Letter to the Editor, one resident
found the President/Trustee’s letter to be
whiney, acrimonious, inflammatory, lacking
in facts, misleading, fear mongering and
just plain offensive.

Read the full Letter on page 15

When a Board of Trustees promises one
thing, does another, but blames those who
point it out, we find the ultimate hypocrisy.

Story on page 16

Trustee, Michael Taxin stands up and
questions money being spent without the
proper investigation. Later the Board says
“No” and we say, “Why Not?”

Story on page 30

The Four Seasons Newsletter accepted a
letter from our HOA President, Jo
Mongiello, but refused to publish letters in
response. We publish all and ask you to
make a determination.

Story on page 33

The Board initiates fines against a
resident for having a beautiful door, and we
once again question their right to do so.

Story on page 40
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Continued

The majority of people do not vote in our public
elections. The answer from a potential voter of
“why” is almost always met with, “my single vote
wouldn’t mean anything anyway.” To that we would
say, “Ask Al Gore what a few votes can mean.”

Our community has, as one of its great
attractions, Historic Smithville and the Village
Green. We have local shops dotting our area and
several places to dine. The value of our homes will
most certainly drop if we see “Space Available”
signs in what was once a thriving business, or
boarded up windows and doors. It behooves all of us
to take whatever steps we can to prevent that.

It does not take much to support our local
businesses. Why not buy your next jar of honey from
the “Honey Pot” in Historic Smithville as opposed to
Shoprite? If you are looking for herbs, body soaps
and more, why not see Donna at “The Evermore
Herb Company” in the Village instead of driving all
the way to the Mall? Looking for an upscale piece of
jewelry, the Smithville Jeweler just across the road
from the Smithville Inn, is owned and operated by
one of our neighbors and you will most certainly
find an ideal gift for any of your loved ones.

There are more unique items available within
these shops, toys for the grandkids, clothes to wear
and trinkets for all. And most certainly, do not pass
up a good breakfast, lunch or dinner at Historic
Smithville. The Bakery for breakfast is just a joy to
visit, especially with your “Big City” guest. They
will love the quaintness of the restaurant. Fred and
Ethel’s has lunches to suit any palate and for a
special dining experience, the Smithville Inn remains
the standard we use to show off our little town.

You do not have to spend thousands, or even
hundreds to do your share. Spend what you would
elsewhere, whether it is at the Mall or shopping on
line. If it is available in our own backyard, why not?
Walking from shop to shop, enjoying the wildlife
and stopping to dine, will make your day far more
enjoyable than bucking traffic, burning gas, and
fighting the crowds.

This is our Thanksgiving issue. It is truly a time
to give thanks for so very much that we have. Let us
share that with all of our Galloway Township
businesses, services and restaurants. Our Let’s Eat
article on page 20 gives you our favorite dishes from
our favorite restaurants. Enjoy, and a very happy
thanksgiving to all! "

Featuring Homemade Mediterranean Cuisine

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily
Live Entertainment

Est. 1864

New Jersey’s Most Unique Destination Resort
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Rt. 9 & Moss Mill Road
In Historic Smithville

By: Marty Horak

We are compelled to respond to an article written
in the November Newsletter. In it, remarks made by
Bill Wenz, Brian Astle and Jo Mongiello, made at the
October 27, HOA meeting are published, claiming
they never asked for any endorsement and in fact
requested their names never appear in our “negative
paper”. We are called, in no uncertain terms, liars.
Accordingly, we take you behind the scenes of what
happened, with the documented proof for anyone
who wishes to see what actually happened.

There are strategy meetings behind every election,
from the Presidential in the United States, to every
local race and even to our own elections here at Four
Seasons. The meetings take place in what is
commonly called, “The WAR Room”. In the 2009
election of candidates to our Board, we, The
Seasoned Observer, were in that war room and we are
going to give you the behind the scenes strategy and
decision making that took place in electing Bill
Wenz, Brian Astle and Jo Mongiello to our Board.

It began in July, at pool side when Bill and I had
conversations about his running for the Board. Bill
knew he only needed one vote as a condo owner.

The intent to run forms were in and he had not
applied as of that initial cutoff date. I told him not to
worry, I would mount a write-in campaign and with
only one vote needed, he was on the Board. Bill was
reluctant because in his words, he did not want to
report to Millie McGovern.

Michael Taxin heard that Bill would try as a write-
in and told him that write-ins were not allowed. It
seemed Millie wanted to keep her existing Board in
tact and so the “WAR games began.

After debating the issue with the Judiciary, the
decision was made to open the intent to run date
again and allow Bill and any other resident to join the
candidate list. Brian Astle, then a member of the staff
of this paper agreed to run, but only if three ran as a
group. He too, did not want to be two of five on
Millie’s Board and so we needed a third candidate.

Originally, we looked to Mike Coster to fill the
role and asked him to agree to change things to an
open policy if elected. (We have e-mails between
Mike and us to back these remarks).

Continued on page 6
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Enjoy the Best Weather – Walk through the Village – Enjoy Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner
Looking for unique gifts, what better place to begin your Holiday Shopping
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Continued from page 4

However, at a monthly HOA meeting a vote was
taken as to whether or not contracts should be open
to any resident once signed and in place. Mike and
Tom Reilly both voted “NO” and we knew we
needed another candidate. Jo Mongiello agreed to
run and we now had our three persons to hopefully
win and open the doors of meetings and do all the
good things they represented.

In e-mails from Brian Astle who at one point was
about to withdraw his name, wanted to be sure all
three were running as one and supporting each other.
They all knew if all three didn’t win, the Board
would continue under Millie’s control, something
none of them wanted.

Let’s Go Into the WAR Room
From the beginning, we asked all three candidates

if they wanted the Seasoned Observer’s
endorsement. After all, we had no idea if it would
prove to be beneficial or a negative, not having the
pulse of the community. E-mails were sent to the
three advising them that unless all three wanted our
endorsement, it would not be given. Our e-mail read
as follows:

“The front page of the Seasoned Observer will be
approved by all three of you and all three will decide
if you feel it will help rather than hurt.”(And we have
all of those e-mails).

During the two months of publication where the
candidates were mentioned, every article and every
word was reviewed by the three candidates. In one e-
mail, when seeking a “header name”, Bill Wenz
suggested, “A Change in Leadership”, this from the
same Bill Wenz who claims they specifically stated
they did not want their name in our negative paper.

A flyer was distributed by Millie McGovern
claiming that the Seasoned Observer was seeking to
take over Four Seasons and a response had to be
written. In Brian Astle’s e-mail, he makes it clear that
all though the Seasoned Observer is endorsing them,
they are not controlled by them. But then in the very
same e-mail Brian goes on to say, and we quote, “ We
very much appreciate the SO’s endorsement and
we very much appreciate your interest in the
community.” And this from the same Brian Astle who
claims “we never went looking for their support”.

Continued on pg. 8

Call Us
For All Your Heating and
Air Conditioning Needs

Serving all of South Jersey
www.kandmmechancialservices.com

NJ License #13VH02398800
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FALL MAINTENANCE SPECIAL

$49.95 Includes Pleated Filter
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Early Bird Special
$9.95

Served Every Day from 3pm to 6pm
Accompanied with your choice of soup or garden salad

1. Eggplant parmigiana over penne
2. Braised pork loin with garlic mashed potatoes
3. Chicken cacciatore over linguini
4. Stuffed meat loaf with garlic mashed potatoes
5. Braised beef tips and potato
6. Fettuccine alfredo with chicken
7. Sweet sausage and meatballs over penne
8. Traditional stuffed shells with meatballs
9. Tilapia francese with garlic mashed potatoes

10. Chicken marsala with garlic mashed potatoes

Dessert includes:
cannoli, bread pudding, or sponge cake ala mode

&/38*22/95 ''
WITH THIS COUPON

BUY ONE DINNER AT
REGULAR PRICE & GET

ONE DINNER

½ PRICE
Not valid with any other offer
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Continued from page 6

“Obviously, the SO staff has the final say.
That’s the same staff that Bill, Jo and myself are
deeply indebted to for endorsing us as candidates.
It‘s very clear that the SO endorsement helped us.
Thanks to everyone for your support.”

As Joe Friday said, them’s the facts, just the
facts. We can publish pages and pages of e-mails,
photographed to prove their authenticity. We hope
the above is satisfactory to any reader who believes
we would have lied as Bill Wenz accused us of. We
find it strange to fight the facts that occurred in the
summer of 2009. Our Board can claim our articles
offer negative thinking. They can object to our ideas,
but to make the claims they did, when they
obviously must remember all that was said and all
that was written is a mystery to us.

Bill Wenz offered to “Kiss My A--“ if we had the
proof that they wanted our endorsement and that
they in fact asked us not to endorse them. I am a
forgiving man, and Bill, I hereby waive your
payment. "

Copies of supporting e-mails are available upon
request.

Finally we turn to Jo Mongiello, who was on the
Seasoned Observer staff and listed on the masthead,
until she put her name in as a candidate and e-mailed
the following: “I have filed to run for the election,
so I think it best if my name not be on your
Seasoned Observer. I know you will understand
why. I hope I have your full support”

And from this same Jo Mongiello who claims she
asked us not to endorse her in our negative paper,
wrote in the largest font size that an e-mail carries on
the night before election, “THANKS A BUNCH
MARTY-GOOD LUCK TO ALL OF US ON THIS
EVE OF REDEMPTION”

And the day after the election, we were
contemplating our cover page for the following
month. We had pictures of Jackie Gleason saying,
“How Sweet it Is”, or “It’s a knock-out”. In the end
we merely said thank you to all concerned in some
detail. But, as was the case of every article leading up
to the election, each was shown to the candidates for
their suggestions and agreement and Brian wrote and
again we quote:

Convenient Office Hours

10% Discount for RESIDENTS of FOUR SEASONS
Providing Quality Dentistry

For our community since 1990

CRAIG S. PUCHALSKY D.D.S.

smithville professional plaza – smithville, nj 08205 – 609-652-9171
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1 N. New York Road, Bldg #37
Galloway, NJ 08205

Tel: 609-404-0100 Fax: 609-404-1802

Sell your unwanted broken jewelry
Gold is at an all time high

Highest prices paid

Get your sparkle on

Reflect your life and your style in one-of-a-kind jewelry
created in dazzling beads of sterling silver, 14k gold,

Swarovski crystal, colored stones, Italian Murano glass
and our exclusive Disney collection

CHAMILIA
YOUR LIFE, YOUR STYLE

DIAMOND RE-MOUNT SALE

RE-MOUNT YOUR DIAMOND
WHILE YOU WATCH

50% OFF 100’S OF MOUNTINGS IN STOCK
DIAMOND RINGS SIZED OR REPAIRED

WHILE YOU WATCH
Expert repair service on premises

By: Frank Murray

I have been called many things over my lifetime
but liar has never been one of them. I pride myself
in being trustworthy. I can give you the names of
people that I have been friends with over the last
fifty years or more. You can ask each and every
one of them if they have ever known me to lie and I
will bet you whatever you want they will tell you in
no uncertain terms, I am the most honest friend
they ever had.

That being said I recently went to the podium
for the first time ever in my six (6) years as a
resident here at Four Seasons to defend Dennis
Connelly and his legal door. I also took the
opportunity to defend Marty Horak, whom I have
gotten to know in the last year and a half. In that
time, I have never known Marty to lie in any way.

Conversely, in my dealings with Jo Mongiello,
she has responded to me when questioned about
something she said to me (and I know exactly
what she said) with “I do not recall.” Kinda
reminds me of responses given by suspected mob
figures testifying before Congressional
Committees.

While at the podium, I defended Marty and the
fact that Jo, Brian and Bill accepted, and were
involved completely, in their endorsement by the
Seasoned Observer. Jo asked me if I were taking
Marty,s word on the endorsement and I answered,
“Yes”. Now being at the podium for the first time, I
guess nerves got the better of me and I failed to
respond, that no I wasn't taking Marty's word only,
but I was present at a number of planning sessions
with Jo (and Jo only not Brian or Bill) when she
participated in the acceptance and planning of the
proper wording and other aspects of the
endorsement.

So as a staff member, Marty being called a liar
means all the staff members are also being called
liars. I asked Marty if he in fact had the emails
from 14 months ago (feeling that not many people
keep email more that a month or so). I was quite
surprised and very happy that Marty had
all the e-mails. So folks, if you have trust in the
Seasoned Observer,. you are on the right track and
if you have doubts about the trustworthiness of
certain BOT members (well make your own
decision). "

WITH THIS COUPON

WATCH BATTERIES

$4.99
1 PER PERSON EXPIRES 11/30/2010
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A.K.A. Barbara Farneski

UNDER THE BANNER OF HEAVEN
by Jon Krakauer.

In this non-fiction novel, Krakauer enters the little
known world of Mormon fundamentalism to tell a
story of, as he puts it, ''faith-based violence.''

The author focuses upon a small group of
excommunicated Latter Day Saints. It is the story of
men capable of horrific acts done in the name of
God. These are the Mormon 'purists,' living in
isolated communities in the West, who continue the
practice of polygamy (instituted as a divine law by
founder Joseph Smith and later banned by church
leadership in 1890).

On July 24, 1984, in a Utah town called
American Fork, Brenda Laffert and her baby
daughter Erica, 15 months old, were brutally
murdered by her husband's older brothers, Dan and
Ronald. Brenda was married to the youngest Lafferty
brother, Allen. Dan and Ronald were members of an
extremist sect of Mormonism.

They targeted their sister-in-law because they
believed she was the reason Ron's wife left him.
(after refusing to allow him to marry a plural/second
wife).

Both men insisted they had committed no crime,
since they were acting on orders from heaven. Both
were relatively recent converts to Mormon
Fundamentalism. Both had imposed the US
equivalent of Taliban law on their respective
households. Their wives were no longer allowed to
drive, handle money, seek medical advice or talk to
anyone outside the house. Their children were taken
out of school and forbidden to watch television. The
Laffertys stopped paying taxes, tore up their driving
licenses and removed their car license plates. Ron
gave up work to live by scavenging. Dan prepared to
observe the only law he recognized – the sacred
command of polygamy – by taking his teenage step-
daughter as a second wife.

In the Lafferty family there were six
Fundamentalist brothers. Of their six wives, the only
one to put up any serious resistance was the
youngest, Brenda, who was also the only one with a
university education. Pretty, independent and smart,
Brenda was hosting a local TV news show by the
age of 21, when she rashly married the charismatic
Allen Lafferty without realizing that marriage
committed her, by his rules, to domestic slavery.
When Ron's wife appealed for help, it was Brenda
who advised divorce. "The Lafferty boys didn't like
Brenda," her sister told Krakauer, "because she got
in their way."

Dan and Ron were raised as severely pious but
mainstream Mormons and both were married before
they flirted with fundamentalism. Dan went first. It
might seem that a man's attraction to a polygamous
sub-culture needs little explaining, especially if he
comes from a religion that discourages non-marital
sex. But Dan's conversion was about more than
wanderlust. After his mom-and-pop sandwich
business was shut down for lack of a license, leaving
his family in a financial bind, he grew ardently
averse to government regulation and found backing
for this sentiment in the Book of Mormon. It was in
this libertarian spirit that he came to reject the
Mormon Church's position on polygamy. He felt
church leaders had caved in to an invasive federal
government.

Continued

Elaine Seck
Denise Seck

3 N. New York Rd. #21
Historic Smithville
New Jersey 08205

609-652-1985
elaineseck@comcast.net
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Continued

Ron, like Dan, turned toward fundamentalism
while under economic pressure. The bank was about
to foreclose on his home. . . he would sometimes
break into tears over his family's plight. . . when Dan
convinced him that God wanted him to forsake
material goals and become a fundamentalist
missionary. Dan also drew his four other brothers
into the fold, but there was one problem: Brenda, the
wife of his brother Allen. As the Lafferty boys
started embracing polygamy and other strange things,
Brenda urged the other wives to resist. And Ron's
wife took Brenda's advice in spades. She divorced
Ron and took the children to Florida. So when Ron's
divine revelation about Brenda's ''removal'' arrived,
he was in a receptive frame of mind.

Under the Banner of Heaven documents the
horrific underside of orthodox Mormonism's sober,
industrious, clean-living image. Mormons already
outnumber both Presbyterians and Episcopalians in
the US. The chief complaint the church leadership
lodges about Krakauer is his "basic thesis appears to
be that people who are religious are irrational, and
that irrational people do strange things." Actually,
Krakauer doesn't make that argument. Ron Lafferty's
lawyer did at his murder trial. It didn't work. Ron is
on death row and his brother Dan is serving life.

At the end Krakauer poses some very good
questions. What drives people toward
fundamentalism, and then toward violence? Where is
the line between religious fanaticism and insanity?
How heavy is the influence of religious history, in
particular scripture, as opposed to the material
conditions of modern life?

Something for us all to think about. "

609-748-1006

Formerly Bill’s Garage
ASE Certified

Frank Dean Automotive, L.L.C.
Auto Center

Foreign & Domestic

145 S. Old Port Road Mon –Fri
Galloway, NJ 08205 8 - 5

“Quality Work at a Reasonable Price”

Frank Del Gaiso
" Custom cabinets, bookshelves,

entertainment centers

" Kitchen & bath remodels

" Interior woodwork

" Tile creations

" Repairs

All work done by owner
Local references available

Licensed & Insured
NJ Home Improvement Contractor

License #13VH05483500

Rt. 9 & Moss Mill Road
in Historic Smithville
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$10 OFF
ANY FACIAL

$50 or More

$5 OFF
SERVICE
$25 or More

$3 OFF
MEN'S CUTS

$10 OFF
ANY FACIAL

$50 or More

$5 OFF
SERVICE
$25 or More

$3 OFF
MEN'S CUTS

Freshly Made
ALL NATURAL treats

For for our Best Friends

Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
9am – 5pm

Professional All Breed Grooming
By Certified Master Groomer

Located in the
ABSECON VETERINARY HOSPITAL
195 S. New Road, Absecon New Jersey
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send me up there to change the furnace filter.
If you purchased an attic fan when your house

was being built, or added one since then, it is
probably running off the electric in your home. But
today you have a really great choice. They make
solar powered attic fans. No electric lines will be
needed to power the unit and they cost about $225.
I’m not sure what the installation would be, but I am
sure some of our advertisers can give you a quote.

These fans, just like the electrical powered ones
are designed to suck the hot air out of the attic,
cooling the temperature up there and making the
cooling of your entire house more efficient. If you
haven’t got one, get one!

Now there is another type of fan that I have seen
and they cost about $300 and are called “Whole
House Fans”. These are mounted inside the home on
the ceiling, someplace towards the middle of the
house and they look like a large vent, or air return.
For those who don’t like to use their air-conditioner
unless it is absolutely necessary, here’s how this
works. If the temperature outside is cooler than your
home, you merely open a few windows, and turn this
monster on. It instantly sucks the cool air from
outside through the house and out the attic taking all
the hot air with it. It can cool a house down several
degrees (depending on the inside and outside
temperatures) in a matter of seconds. Then you shut
the fan as it only needs to run for a minute or two
and the loud wooshing sound of hot air being taken
out and the cool air coming in is no longer needed.

Naturally, these “Whole House Fans” must run on
your homes electric as solar doesn’t reach your
inside ceiling. Both of these fans are sold by Home
Depot and I am sure many other home supply
retailers as well.

So stay cool, lower your cooling cost and do
something for the environment. "

By: Barnaby

Just Ask Zena

It seems they gave me the
job of telling all of you about
keeping cool, using fans and
how solar can be used.

Let’s begin with your attic.
If you don’t have an attic fan,
sucking the hot air out of the
attic you are paying more to
cool your house in the
summer. Those attics get
awfully hot. I know, they
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By: Marty Horak

As we sit back and think about our community, the
good, and the bad, we keep thinking that there must be
a better way. One of the things that I have come to
believe is, our Board of Trustees have been given
too much unchallengeable power, by our own
Governing Documents. I do not doubt the intent of
our trustees, but I am convinced that no matter who
sits in those chairs, their power is too great and we
can’t do anything about it. Naturally, what hurts the
most is, these trustees are no more qualified to hold
that post than 95% of all our residents and so what
makes them feel they are that much better?

The bigger question is, what can we do? I think of
the United States Constitution and the three branches
of government and how each is balanced by the other.
As powerful as the President is, he cannot make law
without Congress first passing it and if it goes against
our Constitution, our Supreme Court can ultimately
shoot it down.

Based on that, I feel we need a new form of
Judiciary Committee, given more power and
elected in a far different manner.

I would suggest that most of the rulings the Board
makes are well within the guidelines of our POS.
However, when they seek to make rulings without
following the documents, such as avoiding a
community vote, when one appears to be required, we
need a Judiciary Committee that can not only make
that ruling, but a ruling that cannot be overruled by the
Board. We need a Judiciary that has the final say with
all disputes, by setting up a split committee for any
ADR (Alternate Dispute Resolution) so one group can
hear the case and the other the appeal if called for. But
what we cannot have is a group of friends, picking
themselves to serve, year after year.

I suggest the following: There are 1,216 homes in
Four Seasons. For example: With a committee of
seven members and representative of our community,
each member should represent about 174 homes. We
can easily divide our community into seven sections,
as follows: 2 from Devonshire (based on size), 1 from
Chatham, 1 from Wexford, 1 from the four corners, 1
from Manchester and Pembrooke and 1 from the
condos (Wayland and Manor homes). Each section
must conduct their own election to seat their own
justice to the committee. These members can then
elect their own chair.

Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

At this point, we will have a Judiciary
Committee comprised of residents from all
sections of our community and elected by those
homeowners in each specific district. This process
matters as we will be dependent on this committee to
make fair rulings on behalf of all of us. No longer
will we hear it is the same people protecting
themselves and re-electing themselves to additional
terms. Elections to the Judiciary Committee can be
set at two years, with the absolute right to run again.

Let us be sure to understand that this committee
will have no rights to purchase anything, make new
rules for our association, or hire or fire contractors.
However, when the Board of Trustees makes a
decision that a resident feels is against our
Governing Documents, this committee can be
called upon to make a ruling and that ruling must
now become binding. This should save us money in
legal fees as the Board will no longer be seeking
loop-holes around our POS.

ThThis new Judiciary must have enforcement power
and all of us will need to accept it. Nothing matters
when there are no teeth behind the order.

Today we have given the Judiciary Committee the
task of re-writing our Governing Documents with
certain amendments. I submit that is not their role. We
the people, the homeowners are the ones to suggest
and request amendments to be made. Our Board of
Trustees can conduct the necessary role of preparing
the amendment and vote. The role of the Judiciary is
to be sure the vote is carried out fairly, that it all meets
the requirements of the Governing Documents, and if
the amendment is passed, be sure that it is adhered to
in the future. Just like our United States Supreme
Court, it is not their role to make new law.

Any resident seeking a hearing, whether for an
ADR or for a ruling for a modification to their home
that has been denied by any other committee or the
Board, must have the ultimate right to come to this
committee for a final ruling. Naturally, the defending
group, whether it be the ACC, the L&G or our Board,d,
will be there to present their arguments as well.

This procedure will certainly limit the Board’s
ultimate power, restricting it to the terms in our
Governing Documents and in our opinion that is
one giant step for the better! "

King’s Wok Famous Chinese Restaurant – Eat In/Take Out
Shoppes of Smithville – Galloway, NJ Open for Lunch and Dinner 7 Days

(609) 748-1911 Delivery Available (609) 748-1935

WITH THIS COUPON

50% OFF
DINNER ENTRÉE

Buy one entrée and get 50% off
Second entrée of equal or lesser value

DINE IN ONLY
ONE COUPON PER TABLE

Offer Expires Dec. 15, 2010

WITH THIS COUPON

50% OFF
DINNER ENTRÉE

Buy one entrée and get 50% off
Second entrée of equal or lesser value

DINE IN ONLY
ONE COUPON PER TABLE

Offer Expires Dec. 15, 2010

WITH THIS COUPON

10% DISCOUNT
ALL TAKE OUT ORDERS
(Not valid with Daily Specials)

Offer expires Dec. 15, 2010
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Dear Editor;

The October Newsletter contained a letter from the
President, Board of Trustees. Normally, if the letter
had been written by a resident of the community, I
would have read it, considered it and moved on, noting
that it was one person’s opinion.

However, since the Board of Trustees President
signed this letter, I reread it several times, in that it
must be the official view of the Board. My initial
thoughts were that the letter is whiney, acrimonious,
inflammatory, lacking in facts, misleading, fear
mongering and just plain offensive. I’m somewhat
surprised that the editor’s of the official newsletter
allowed this letter to get by their scrutiny, since it flies
in the face of their own criteria to be included in that
publication.

It is plain that the view of the Board and the
President of the Board, in particular, is that, unless
you are a volunteer, one doesn’t have a right to voice
opinions, or criticism. Having been a volunteer for
almost 20 years outside of this community, I was never
aware that being a volunteer automatically elevated
one to sainthood and volunteers were automatically
insulated from criticism. Being a volunteer is noble,
however, if you are a volunteer, you should not expect
immunity from criticism and the only reward that you
should expect is self satisfaction from doing the best
job possible. Support is a two way street.
Unfortunately, support should not automatically be
expected when there is a blatant bending of the rules
and the “you wash my back and I’ll wash yours”
mentality amongst some volunteers i.e. knee high walls
and personal tree farms on common ground, are
readily available examples that come to mind.

The writer makes outlandish claims against the
Seasoned Observer (SO), including the less than
factual claim that the SO has diminished home
values and is “…contributing to the already bad
home sales market”. Probably the SO has
contributed to the healthcare, illegal immigration
and job crisis. In my opinion, the SO has only been
responsible for providing this community with facts
and opinions that have assisted members of the
community in making informed decisions. If the
Board had not made some questionable decisions,
been so secretive in the past and allowed criticism in
the official newsletter, most likely, there would not
have been the need for the SO..

Every time the Board and the committees change,
there are changes to the rules. Maybe if the
Board/Committees spent less time in
changing/reinterpreting the rules there might be less
criticism and add to their credibility.

The Seasoned Observer has been and continues to
be a credible source of information for the community
and provides an outlet for those in the community who
uncover, or perceive, inequities and/or are opposed to
things that they view as wrong. If the SO is perceived
as the enemy and one does not want the publication,
that’s fine, however as the BOT President, that
decision would seem unwise. Remember the old
adage…”keep your friends close and your enemies
closer”…, it just might save being surprised.

Because people criticize proposals, decisions, or
events taking place in the community does not mean
they dislike the community. To take the position that
they should “….move and allow the rest of us to
enjoy our retirement” is at best outrageous and at the
least inappropriate for a Board President to make.
This is supposed to be an active adult community, 55
and older. At least that is my understanding. I did not
realize that it was a retirement community only. I still
work and assume one or two other members of the
community do also. I also divide my time between
here and another home, due to my employment.

Let’s see, where do I stand in the community? In
the past, I had an issue and approached a Board
member, voicing my concern. The response was “why
should I support you, you’re a part time resident.” So,
that Board member feels no need to support a part
time resident and this Board President and Board do
not feel the need to support anyone living here who is
not retired. I guess that I am left with no
representation. No wonder there is little, to no,
credibility with the Board of Trustees.

If this letter was written by the Board President,
with or without sanction by the entire Board, I would
hope that a letter of resignation follow. Leadership
begins at that level and the tone and conclusions in
the letter make it clear that leadership is missing. If
the entire Board sanctioned the letter, then I can only
suggest that we put out for bids for a paid
“professional” staff.

Dick Shimp
Chatham Village
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By: Dan Prado

The letter to the Editor by Jo Mongiello, President,
Board of Trustees, appearing in the October issue of
Four Seasons @ Smithville, should not have been
titled, “More Truth.” A more accurate title for Jo’s
letter would be the ultimate hypocrisy.

Last year, Wenz, Astle, and Mongiello (WAM)
were offered the endorsement and support of the
Seasoned Observer and they aggressively accepted it.
During the campaign for election, all three candidates
participated, made suggestions and approved all
articles that appeared on their behalf in our paper. All
of which is documented in written correspondence.

In fact, Brian Astle was on the staff of the
Observer prior to being elected to the Board. Jo
Mongiello attended monthly staff meetings of the
Seasoned Observer and she promised that if elected,
she would support a policy of total transparency. She
expressed her outrage of being denied a copy of a
receipt by the former chair of the Finance Committee
for the purchase of pool chairs. Jo was Chair of the
Pool Committee and was told to write an amount on a
blank sheet of paper and consider that as her receipt.
Subsequently, it was determined that the actual cost
was substantially higher than the amount quoted to Jo.
Jo’s outrage did not last long once she was elected to
the Board. She joined Wenz and Astle in denying
residents access to financial records, contrary to the
provisions of our Bylaws.

Bill Wenz, after being elected, stated to me that his
first act as President would be to commission an audit
of the HOA finances. Bill went on to say that when he
was appointed Postmaster of a local post office, his
first act was to order an audit. I ask Bill to produce a
copy of the audit if he actually fulfilled his promise.
Bill has never explained why the Board has refused to
allow residents to review the HOA financial records.
The Board would not make the records available even
when they received a letter from an attorney citing the
applicable Bylaw.

Brian Astle promised to review all credit card
statements and receipts for the period of time that
Millie McGovern was Board President and allow me
to see the results of his audit (as is my right per our
Governing Documents). Brian scheduled three
appointments and canceled each of them. Ultimately,
Brian advised me that I would not be permitted to see
the records.

Continued
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Senior Citizen
DISCOUNT

With coupon, Limit one coupon per visit
May not be combined with any other offer

Expires 12/15/2010

Purchase Over
$35.00

With coupon, Limit one coupon per visit
May not be combined with any other offer

Expires 12/15/2010

Purchase Over
$25.00

With coupon, Limit one coupon per visit
May not be combined with any other offer

Expires 12/15/2010

Lunch Purchase
Over $25.00

M-F until 4pm. With coupon, Limit one
coupon per visit May not be combined

with any other offer Expires 12/15/2010

Any Guest Check
Over $50.00

With coupon, Limit one coupon per visit
May not be combined with any other offer

Expires 12/15/2010
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Continued

C and R Appliance
Of Galloway

748-6222
Same Day / Next Day Service Guaranteed

(Except Weekends)

Washers & Dryers Dishwashers
Ranges & Ovens Refrigerators
Garbage Disposals Microwaves

" We Repair Most major Brands

" Honest – Prompt – Dependable

Fully Insured Appliance Repair Company
Family Owned and Operated Since 1989

Cannot be combined with
any other offer
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Although Brian would not give me a valid reason that
caused him not to keep his word; Jo Mongiello did
tell me the reason. WAM entered into a Non-
Disclosure agreement with Millie McGovern and
therefore, Brian’s promise could not be kept. I
wonder why a Non-Disclosure agreement would be
provided to Millie if nothing was wrong.

Jo Mongiello’s letter blames the Seasoned
Observer for diminishing property values and
contributing to the already bad home sales market. Jo
must believe that home sales and property values
were great a year ago, when she attended the
Seasoned Observer meetings and in her own written
words to the paper, “I appreciate all the support you
can give me.” Is Jo suggesting that the paper went
bad this past year? It appears that some of Jo’s
criticism is being directed at Brian Astle. Jo writes
that this paper has posted “doom and gloom” on the
internet for all to see. Jo goes on to write that if she
was considering purchasing a home here and saw
what the Seasoned Observer was posting on the
internet, she would not want to purchase a home here.

It is interesting that Brian Astle facilitated the
Seasoned Observer being posted on the internet.
Brian made a website available to Marty Horak that
made it possible for Marty to e-mail the over sized
file of the entire paper to the source that eventually
posted it on the internet. So Jo, apparently Brian
Astle deserves some of your criticism. It should be
noted that Brian recently refused to allow his site to
be used by Marty. However, a different method has
given us the tool to transmit the file and every issue
of the Seasoned Observer is posted on this web-site.
That web-site is another Four Seasons community in
Virginia. I suspect they didn’t think anything
appearing in our paper would lower their home
values..

“I can’t help but question why, if these people
dislike the community and the way it is run, They
DO NOT MOVE and allow the rest of us to enjoy
our retirement.” This statement was included in Jo’s
letter. Jo you are in the United States and we are
allowed to express our opinions, fortunately for us,
you are not the Queen of Four Seasons. Not
everyone here thinks this community is run
perfectly.

This is the typical attitude of trustees; don’t you
dare question them, because we are only the mere
residents of our community and they are our rulers."
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Don’t Mess With Manchester

At the Board of Trustees’ meeting held on
October 27th it was very refreshing to see just
under 100 residents in attendance. I would say
there were about thirty homeowners from
Manchester Village, all there to support one of
their neighbors.

Ok, I must remember the title of this article "ON
THE POSITIVE SIDE" so I will refrain from
relating the "Dennis Connelly Injustice" story (The
Leaded Glass Door), but rather focus on how the
Manchestians stood up and backed their neighbor.
The neighbor that they felt was getting a raw deal
from our Board of Trustees.

The lesson learned here is simply this. We are
all neighbors including the members of our Board.
We should all react the same way as the
Manchester Thirty. It is time to stop burying our
heads in the sand, but rather support our neighbors
when they are being unjustly harassed, or when
they are having difficulties of any kind.

My wife once wrote an article titled, "THERE
BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD GO I" It
offered help to any Four Season resident having
financial difficulties. They never mention it, but
my wife Maria, and Marty silently have helped
numerous people get through very difficult
situations. Kudos to Maria and Marty. Thank you
Manchestians for setting a fine example of
togetherness.

Maybe you can fight "CITY HALL" after all. "

200 E. Jimmie Leeds Rd. GALLOWAY TWP.
Corner of 2nd Ave. & Jimmie Leeds Road

Frank T. Sagen, DDS, MAGD Marina Turpen, DMD
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Jack Lowenstein, MGR NJ LIC #2415
Jack Lowenstein, MGR

NJ LIC #2415

As most of my friends know, Renée and I go out
for lunch often. We almost always go to our local
restaurants and over time have found certain dishes
to be our favorites at each of these places. As we
mentioned in our front page article, this is as good a
time as any to support our local businesses and a
good meal at a local restaurant can’t be beat.

Over the years we have reviewed almost all of
them and many of you have taken our advice and
tried it. This time, may we suggest our favorite
dishes at many of our local restaurants.

If you want an excellent Italian early bird dinner
for $10, we recommend Giovanni’s. The Chicken
Marsala is my favorite, along with the soup of the
day and a good Cannoli for dessert. On their regular
menu I found the Chicken Florentine to be
outstanding. This newly renovated restaurant, under
new ownership is one not to miss.

Our local Chinese Restaurant, King’s Wok makes
great spare ribs and fresh bean sprouts with either
chicken or pork. If you go, have your favorite dish
served over a bed of pan fried noodles. It kicks it up
a notch or two. I love it with either shrimp in black
bean, or pepper steak.

If you like dim sum, we recommend Joy Luck
Palace on Route 40 in the K-Mart shopping center.
The dim sum is served from 11:00AM to 3:00PM
everyday. Don’t miss their lobster special for
$21.99. Two lobsters, sautéed with ginger and
scallions. It’s to die for.

JD’s has the best burgers, the Jersey Devil, and
on Monday’s, it is reduced to only $6.99 including
the fries. And they’ll cook it rare, for those who like
it that way. If you’re on a low carb diet, try their
steak salad. It too is something special.

Speaking of good burgers, don’t pass-up a meal
at the Black Cat. Terrific Pizza, great Rueben’s and
check their daily specials. Never a disappointment.

When in the mood for some outstanding Chinese
soup, we go to The Imperial Inn on Atlantic Avenue
in Atlantic City. Order their Roast Pork, Duck,
Noodle Wonton Soup. (If you don’t like duck, it is
available without) The bowl can easily feed two or
three and then don’t miss out on ordering their
“Paradise Roll”. It too, is something special. For
those who like a bit of hot, their Orange Beef dish is
by far the best around.

Breakfast is easy. Shea’s or The Bakery and you

By: Marty Horak

UNDER NEW OWNER / MANAGEMENT

will not be disappointed. As any lunch or dinner
special at Fred and Ethel’s will equally leave you
happy you went. The Gourmet has weekday lunch
specials from $6-8 that are nothing short of terrific.

If it is a special evening, with a special person,
then we have three choices, The Smithville Inn, The
Gourmet and/or Joseph’s. We have no particular
favorite dish as the choices are many, and the results
have always been the same… excellent!

When in the mood for some Irish fare, we go to
the Dubliner and enjoy Shepard’s Pie, or any of their
corned beef dishes.

If dessert is on your mind, and you want to bring
something home for the loved one, Luscious and
Sweet cannot be beat! Renée loves their slice of
Strawberry short cake, or their “U Mocha Me Crazy”
cupcake. So when I want to score a few points, I
know exactly what to get, if you know what I mean.
A couple of bucks and I’m an angel.

There is no quicker path to enjoyment, than a
good meal. My stomach can vouch for that. And
besides having to go to Edison, New Jersey, for the
best Hot Pastrami in the world (Harold’s New York
Deli), we have it all here in Galloway!
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COME JOIN US
Wednesday Morning

Dec 1, 11:00AM
For an Elder Law

Seminar

Quail Hill Professional Park
29 So New York Rd. Suite 900

Galloway, NJ 08205

By Appointment
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Floor Care 609-272-9173 Floor Care 609-272-9173 Floor Care

$100 OFF
Any

Hardwood
Floor

refinishing

10% OFF

Carpet
Restretching

Couch &
Love Seat
Cleaned

$139

Dear Editor
As a member of the staff of the Seasoned Observer,

I was surprised to read the vitriolic comments of a
former participant at our meetings, who then sought
our support to get elected to the board. She sat with us
and supported most initiatives by voting in the
affirmative with us on virtually everything she now
opposes.

Did she think of herself as part of this publication
that was lowering the value of her home? Why would
she write such dribble now that she is President? Is
she under a Doctor's care? I sincerely hope so for it is
inconceivable that she wrote the stuff she put out in the
"Newsletter".

It is also hard to comprehend how the editor of
said publication could have allowed her to have it
printed. The Seasoned Observer can hardly be blamed
for the conditions of our economy but she seems to
think so.

I can't believe that the four other board members
read her piece before it appeared in print. A letter of
censure signed by the rest of the board would go a
long way to stopping this nonsense.

FREE
Tile & Grout

Cleaning
75 sq. ft. FREE with

min 350 sq. ft cleaned

Carpet
Cleaning
SPECIAL

Every 3
rd

room FREE

Expires 12/15//2010 Expires 12/15/2010 Expires 12/15/2010 Expires 12/15/2010 Expires 12/15/2010

Her resignation as President should be the next step as
she obviously is ill-equipped to handle the position.
Sincerely,
Jerry Farra
Devonshire Village

Dear Marty,
I have just read your article about Wentworth taking

care of our books, etc.,…. I did not know we have a
bunch of school kids running the show.

Who, at Wentworth, was instrumental in putting this
idea to the Board and what were the Board’s arguments
for and against this type of stupidity. I would love to see
the minutes of this discussion…..if any actually took
place.

If Four Seasons fears taking care of their own 2.5
million dollars, I would be happy to do so.

Get rid of the idiots that approved this jackass idea
of someone else caring for our books/checks, etc.

As you can tell, I am spitting mad, and keep up the
good work.
Very truly yours,
Elsie M Szoo
Devonshire Village
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Festive designs and accessories are already
beginning to appear in your local flower shop, and
many designers are scheduling appointments with
their customers to create custom designs for their
homes. Whether you hire a talented professional or
hang the wreaths yourself, you'll get the most impact
for your money if you plan a coordinated look among
your decorations.

The best way to create a well-designed holiday
decorating scheme is to work within a theme. . Every
wreath, swag and centerpiece should be true to the
concept. For example, a "Jolly Christmas" theme

.

might feature lots of Santa Clauses in various
representations, and be executed in a traditional red,
green, and white color scheme. "Victorian
Christmas" could be opulently done all in white and
gold and lace and velvet, with angels and old-
fashioned toys.

European designers have identified four holiday
decorating trends which will be popular this year.
"Inuit" (meaning Eskimo) celebrates the beauty of
natural materials, such as mosses, branches, and
dried grasses. The feeling is subtle, cool, and
textural, with white, gray, and earth-tones being the
dominant colors. "Glow is warm and sensual,
making strong use of metallic elements which
reflect light and featuring reds and oranges as the
prominent hues. "Classics" has a feeling of quality
and tradition, utilizing luxurious woods and fabrics,
rich jewel- tone colors, and sumptuous flowers and
fruits. "December" is expressed in soft colors and
simple, traditional, nostalgic motifs such as stars
and angels and religious themes.

Continued
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By: Lenny Kantz, Owner South Jersey Florist
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Every Friday ALL bunches of flowers are BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
Check out our new line of pre-packaged gourmet baskets

For delivery around the corner or around the world!

Don’t forget to recycle your old glass vases here

Soon it will be time to
start decorating for
the holidays.
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Continued

Each of these trends is really just a reinterpretation
of a timeless design concept. Most people have a
collection of holiday arrangements and accessories,
which they have been accumulating over the years,
and which have become cherished traditions in the
home. Some of these may already be appropriate to
one of the new trends. Frequently, these items can
be updated and embellished with the addition of a
fresh bow or some new ornaments or accessories.
Simply choosing a particular color and pattern of
holiday ribbon and using it throughout your
decorated areas can modernize and unify the total
look.

Start by visiting your professional florist. See
what's new in the store, and talk about possible
theme ideas, which might work in your home.
Choose a new wreath for your door or an
arrangement for your coffee table, and go from
there, letting the shop's designers suggest ways of
revamping your older decorations to blend with the
new and create an updated, coordinated impression.
And let the jolly decorating season begin! "

FOR SALE
“MULBERRY” MODEL

NOTTINGHAM VILLAGE
on a Spacious Premium Lot

12 Raleigh Street
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Heater Cleaning
& Check-up
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By: Marty Horak

A few weeks ago I received a telephone call from
Jerry Goldman, a resident of Four Seasons. Jerry and
I go back to the earliest days of Cable Television,
you might say founding fathers, he on the system
end, and me on the design and manufacturing of
product end. From time to time we discuss the new
technology that seems to appear almost daily.

Recently, Jerry introduced me to LED light bulbs
for the home. These bulbs for example have a 35-
50,000 hour life expectancy as opposed to perhaps 2-
3,000 on a standard flood light. When you think
about that, if you left a LED light on five (5) hours
per day, every day of the year, you would not need to
change that bulb for about 20-27 years. The
advertisers of these LED bulbs claim, that under
normal use, install a LED bulb and you won’t have to
change it for about 46 years (either way, I won’t be
needing a replacement). They are also much more
expensive. I have seen pricing for a single flood light
run from $29-$49 each. Naturally, if we live long
enough and keep the lights on all the time, it may pay
for our homes.

It was pointed out that when there is a difficult
bulb to reach, as in a high-hat fixture located in a
high ceiling area, why not buy one bulb and you will
probably never have to change it. Our Clubhouse
seems to be an ideal place, as well as perhaps spots
in our Evergreen Model homes.

These bulbs run cool, they are environmentally
friendly and are available in all configurations. There
is one other shortfall. These bulbs must be used with
simple On/Off switches and no dimmers.

The next time in Home Depot, or Lowe’s, why
not check them out and see if they make sense for
your home. Just ask to see the LED light bulb
selections. "
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Sometime last year, one of our then Trustees
called the police to have the staff of the Seasoned
Observer removed from the clubhouse. We reported
that story and it is old and solved. However, the
thought of having any resident restricted in any way
hits a sore spot in our hearts.

Our clubhouse has many different rooms, used for
various reasons and our committees meet in some of
them on a timely basis. To do so, each committee
reserves a room for a specific time and date. Gerry at
the front desk has these times recorded and so if
anyone seeks the use of a room, merely check with
her to see if it is available.

When these rooms are not reserved, they are
available to all residents for their specific functions
and needs. The main card room, located near the gym
and craft room is filled with card players every day
and most evenings. Usually, the card players begin
playing at noon-time during the week.

A few weeks ago, the card players arrived at their
usual time and found the room occupied by one of our
committees. The players were told they could not
enter. Tony Annacone, one of our Trustees who was
attending the meeting likewise told the players they

35 Years Experience
Registered & Insured
Reg # 13VH00267500

could not enter the room. As a matter of fact, at a
subsequent Board work-shop session Tony suggested
that signs be posted on all doors advising residents
that if a committee was using the room, they could
not have it, regardless of any preplanned times or
reservations that have been used for years.

Something just isn’t right. We don’t mean to
demean the work of our committees, but likewise we
don’t see the right to take away the amenity of our
clubhouse to residents who have a room reserved or
planned for. Committees need to reserve rooms for a
length of time that will satisfy their needs. If they run
over and the people are waiting, either explain to
those waiting you need a few minutes more or if that
isn’t enough, move to another location within the
clubhouse.

Our residents pay the same dues as all committee
personnel and all Trustees. The rights to our
clubhouse are the same for all. Reservations count,
dictatorship does not.

The only sign that we should ever see on a door is
“welcome”, and not one suggesting that one group of
residents is more important than another. "
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We question one point: Each spring, when the
system is first turned on, each head is checked to be
sure it is operating and aimed in the right direction
for proper coverage. It seems to us, DTE should
have seen this problem last year. In any case, we
were once again pleased to see Michael present the
questions prior to our signing a check.

We then learned that our pool needs a salt water
type chlorine generator at a cost of about $7,000.
Once again Michael Taxin asked the first cost
savings question. It seems RMS, our pool
maintenance contractor, had offered us this unit free
if we had signed a three year contract with them.
When Michael asked if that was still on the table,
the first reaction was “No”. With constant
challenging from Michael and then both Bill Wenz
and Brian Astle, RMS left agreeing to check with
his boss if that deal could be re-instated.

With all of the above cases, Michael’s
intervention stopped Jo Mongiello’s bringing down
the gavel and voting to write those checks as was
obviously her intention by her remarks. In the end,
we may still have to make those payments, but at
least a proper investigation will take place first.

Lorraine Gicas came to the table and wanted to
introduce a Weight-Watcher’s class at Four
Seasons. She mentioned how many residents might
want to use this opportunity, and how traveling at
night to another location was not wanted. She
mentioned that we had such a class years ago. Tony
Annacone claims there never was a class and we
didn’t want to give any company the right to make
money in our clubhouse, because others would
want the same. The Board followed Tony’s lead.

However, as a point of fact, about ten years ago
there was a Weight Watcher program ready to
begin, but they required payment of 10 sessions in
advance. Many participants were snow-birds and
the idea failed. Nevertheless, we do have a water
aerobics class, paid for by the residents who attend.
We see no difference.

It seems to us, that this Board of Trustees as
well as those before them, find reasons not to do
things as opposed to seeking ways we can. I am
reminded of the famous line Ted Kennedy spoke at
his brother Bobby’s funeral. Some people see the
world and ask why, he dreamed of things that
never were and asked why not.

Continued

On Monday afternoon, October 18, the Board
held one of their work-shop sessions. This was the
first meeting I attended where Jo Mongiello chaired
the meeting. There was a small delay while Jo
ordered they find her gavel. I guess there is a sense
of authority when you can bang that silly thing.

I was particularly pleased to see Michael Taxin
finally take an active stance when money issues
were raised. As an accountant, I often wondered
why he remained in the background, especially on
issues on which he is best qualified to speak.

It appears there is a great amount of work to be
done with our outdoor pool and Michael wanted to
hear an end cost as opposed to let’s first pay up to
$4,500 and then see where we are. In the end, it
appears we need to take the first step prior to
learning how bad our leaking pipes are beneath the
concrete, but at least one of our Trustee’s stood tall
in questioning.

His remark to the other Board members that it
would be wrong for any trustee to give a blank
check to any contractor, and he wanted the final cost
first, was refreshing. Whether or not that could be
done was not the question, it was just rewarding to
see our pocket book being protected.

That was followed by another decision to spend
about $11,000 to re-do the sprinkler system in
Pembrooke Village. It appears the existing heads are
not giving full coverage. Again Michael argued that
our contract with DTE, and we have three,
landscaping, snow removal and irrigation, was all
inclusive and we should not be paying for this. DTE
argued they had no way to know and therefore, the
need to re-route piping and set new heads was
beyond anything they signed on to.

Enjoy Staying
Right at Home

" Up to 24 Hr. Care
" Companionship
" Personal Care
" Meal Preparation
" Light Housekeeping
" Errands/Shopping

Central Park East, 222 New Road, Suite 108
Linwood, New Jersey 08221 www.rahnjshore.com

609.788.8236

By: Marty Horak
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Continued

We will continue to bring good ideas, as this
Weight Watcher one truly is, to your attention and
we will likewise point out the negative reasons new
and better things never seem to come to our
association. It is wrong, and we as a community
need to do something about it.

We have seen our CPR group dismantled
because our insurance carrier CAU refused to
allow it. This group of residents had been trained in
both CPR and the use of an automatic external
defibrillator. With seconds meaning so much in the
case of an event, they would arrive before the 911
respondents, possibly saving a life. CAU knew the
Good Samaritan law protected us, but were
unwilling to go to court and fight that battle should
it arrive. They claimed by offering your name
(CPR Group) you solicited their call and therefore
the Good Samaritan act did not apply.

When we are told why we can’t have
something, especially something as critical and
important as that CPR group was, deserves a Board
who asks why not, and then they demand to find a
way to get it done! If CAU won’t insure us, maybe
someone else will! (Just watch how fast CAU
would change their mind).

Do other associations have an active CPR
group…You betcha! Do other associations have a
Weight-Watcher program in house…You betcha!

Do we have a Board looking in how to bring
new amenities and new ideas to our association? I
haven’t seen it, have you?

Like Teddy Kennedy said, some people accept
things for what they are, and others see things that
never were and ask “Why Not?” "

Each year we make the trip down to Margate, to
attend the Senior Expo show. Our intention is to learn
what is available for seniors and what products and/or
services might be beneficial to our residents at Four
Seasons.

Many of the booths at this Expo were from
AtlantiCare and we saw many of the medical services
they provide. We saw the components for elbow,
knee and hip replacement. We had the opportunity to
speak with brokers for Reverse Mortgages and had
the opportunity to discuss Hospice care, all to be
better knowledgeable for our reporting to you.

We solicited a few of these companies to advertise
with us, because we felt their services would be of
benefit to some of you. Accordingly, please note
“Right at Home” ad found on page 30 and “Bayada
Nurses” Ad seen above.

Many of these services are fully paid for by
Medicare, so if in need, give them a call.

See page 42 for more information on these
services.
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Located in the Historic Towne of Smithville
1 N. New York Road
Smithville, NJ 08201

(609) 652-0544

Friday Night Surf & Turf Special
Choose Two:

Filet Mignon, Homemade Ribs, Pork Chop, Flat Iron Steak,
Shrimp Imperial, Lobster Tail, Crab Cake, Clams Casino

Only $20!

Back by Popular Demand…
Mini Dinners!

Soup, Salad, Entrée & Dessert only $10!
Wednesday & Thursday evenings, 4:30 P.M. to closing.

Private Banquet Room accommodating up to 70 people,
Please call for details.
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… By: Marty Horak

As Editor-in-Chief of the Seasoned Observer, I
have been tossed into the middle of a dispute taking
place between residents and the Editor of the
Newsletter. We, at the Seasoned Observer, made a
pledge to all of you that we would publish any Letter
to the Editor as long as it was signed and did not
contain bigotry, racism or personal attacks against
another resident. We feel any remarks about the
performance of any Trustee, Committee, or agency is
subject to any resident’s point of view. We have held
this policy since our inception.

We likewise understand the policy of the
Newsletter and respect their right to hold to a
different standard. As their paper indicates and as has
been written to residents who have had Letters to the
Editor rejected by the Newsletter, they received a
rejection based on the newsletters criteria as
published in their paper. It reads as follows:

“Letters to the Editor: What is appropriate to
print has been debated throughout history. It is
clear that there are no absolutes, but always limits.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled long ago that
“Freedom of speech does not mean you can yell fire
in a crowed hall.” Letters to the editor also have
limits. We encourage challenging letters. They can
be tough, but not acrimonious; attack positions, but
not persons. We seek a sense of balance and
decorum; we reject the inflammatory and respect
reasonableness. Criticism is welcome; slanderous
statements are not. Our aim is to create an
atmosphere for vigorous discussion.”

As you will soon realize, all of this came to
fruition based on a letter submitted to the Newsletter
by Trustee and President, Jo Mongiello, appearing in
their October issue. Had Ms. Mongiello sent that
letter to our paper, it would have been published,
without any question. As a matter of clarification,
and for those who may not have read it, we are going
to reprint it below as a means of comparison. Many,
many residents have expressed their displeasure in
what Ms. Mongiello had to say about the Seasoned
Observer and its staff. Continued on page 34

Do you know how much your home is WORTH?
Let me provide a FREE Market Analysis… Call Dennis Connelly

“The Four Seasons Specialist”
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Dennis Connelly
Smithville All Pro Realtors
1 N. New York Road
(near Smithville Inn)
Cell: 609-231-8315
Office: 609-652-9444

Call for Details!!!
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The problem comes when residents submit letters
to the Editor of the Newsletter and are rejected for
what appears to be a contradiction to their policy with
respect to the Mongiello letter. It appears that the
letters submitted by both Frank Murray and Ken
Ryan, also seen below, are no different in their way
of expressing their views and therefore have taken
great exception to being refused for publication in the
Newsletter and ask, “Is there a Double Standard?”

When Jo Mongiello states that we divide the
community; we lower our house values; we are so
detrimental, that our actions will cause the doubling
of our maintenance fee and then suggests that we all
move from Four Seasons, we question the
Newsletter’s acceptance of it and the rejection of
those that countered her accusations.

In the end, it is always the Editor’s right of refusal
or acceptance. We offer the three letters for you the
reader to decide. We likewise have little to no doubt
that the Letter to the Editor found on page 15 of this
issue, would have ever been accepted and published
in the Newsletter. We proudly published it and
strongly agree with its conclusions.

The Mongiello Letter
More Truth

As a resident who has volunteered many hours of
my time for the good of this community, I take
offense at the accusations and disrespect that is
aimed at Board Members, committee members,
committee chairs, etc., printed in the Seasoned
Observer. This usually comes from residents who do
not give of their time for the benefit of our
community, and do not offer solutions, only
criticisms.

The Seasoned Observe has been responsible for
dividing the community and diminishing our
property values and contributing (along with the
present economy) to the already bad home sales
market. This paper has been posted on the internet
and the doom and gloom is out there for all to read.
I know if I were purchasing a home and had the
opportunity to read what is put in this paper, I
would certainly not wish to purchase a home in a
community that has all the negative problems that
are printed month after month in the Seasoned
Observer.

Continued

Have you been seriously injured in a car accident or as a result of a slip and fall?

Do you need an attorney to help you with Family Law Issues?

Do you need relief from your creditors or are you considering Bankruptcy?

A Full Service Law Firm including Real Estate, Small Business, Wills, Family Law
and all other Legal needs.

Simple Will - $99 Living Will - $99 Power of Attorney - $99

The Carroll Law Firm has been serving the Four Seasons Community since 2000
(located across from CVS Pharmacy)

Located in Historic Smithville
Suite 39, One North, New York Road, Galloway, NJ 08205

609-404-3440
www.CarrollLawFirm.com

Continued from page 33
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Since I feel the Seasoned Observer is very
detrimental to my property values, I respectfully request
that it not be delivered to my home in the future.
Jo Mongiello
President/Board of Trustees

Note: Unless we are told otherwise, we will assume
that any letter signed by the President and as a
Trustee, is representative of the entire Board.

The following two letters were submitted to the
Newsletter in response and both were rejected for
publication:

Resident Response Letter #1
Dear Editor:

Our HOA president felt it necessary to write a letter
to our official newsletter (which seems to screen letters
that they feel have too much negativity) containing the
most negative comments I have seen since becoming a
resident here at Four Seasons six years ago.

One year ago, our madam president sought and
accepted the endorsement of The Seasoned Observer to
run for our Board of Trustees. After reading her letter,
it appears to me in order to get elected to office, she
was willing to do whatever it took to get the necessary
votes. I could be wrong and perhaps she feels The
Seasoned Observer has only become negative since she
has been in office.

If that is the case perhaps the negativity has
something to do with the way this Board has handled a
prior Trustee’s possible misuse of our association’s
credit card. It seems that a number of questions have
been asked about certain purchases that have been
made and the way it has been investigated and swept
under the rug.

Many requests have been made to see the receipts
and financial records (which as members of the HOA
we are all entitled to see) and yet we have been denied
many times. More than one HOA attorney has told those
members requesting the records, as well as our Board
of Trustees, that these documents must be made
available per our Governing Documents.

Our Board of Trustees acceptance of Millie
McGovern’s resignation, in return for a nondisclosure
agreement smells rotten. If in fact there was impropriety
and our Board is a factor in a cover up, this makes them
just as guilty as anyone that may have perpetrated any
misuse of any kind.

Continued on page 37

I know that watchdogs do serve a purpose and
when Hovnanian was in charge, the Seasoned
Observer was very useful, but to attack residents who
volunteer for the good of the community is
unconscionable. We have a wonderful lifestyle and it is
time we started appreciating it instead of looking only
for the negative. Believe me, I know there are issues
that need fixing, but with the volunteer staff we have,
the dues have been kept to a minimum, and we should
support these residents who give so much of their time.

Some ideas printed in the SO have been good ones
but they are so outweighed by the negativity. We have
lost many volunteers on the various committees and
boards for fear of being chastised in this publication.
If we allow this to continue we can only look forward
to a paid Board, etc. Beware, this will, at a minimum,
double your monthly bills. Remember, this election
two seats were open and only two residents applied –
next year there will be three seats open – how many do
you think will apply?

I can’t help but question why, if these people dislike
the community and the way it is run, THEY DO NOT
MOVE and allow the rest of us to enjoy our
retirement.

Continued
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" Rock-Bottom Rates
" Bonded & Insured
" Courteous & Reliable
" Customized Service

" We Bring All Supplies and Equipment

" Spring & Fall Cleaning
" Gift Certificates
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Atlantic City " Somers Point " Linwood
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Here is this month's Seasoned Observer Quiz.
The FIRST TWO people to e-mail the Observer,
or Marty with the correct answer will win a $10 gift
certificate to one of our local retailers/restaurants.

To be fair, and giving everyone a fair chance
to read our paper, we will not accept answers
until the 20th of the month.

1- By connecting all the points of the Hexagon
with diagonal lines from one point to another, (as
the gray lines indicate) how many triangles will
be formed. As example, point B will have lines to
D,E & F).

Cont from page 35

Instead of spending her time attacking the
watchdog publication that many other HOAs would
give their eyeteeth to have working for them, maybe
she should concentrate on becoming the best president
her talents would allow her to be. Judging by what I
have seen so far, it’s going to be a very long year!
Frank Murray
Cambridge Village

Resident Response Letter #2
Dear Editor;

I finished reading your paper, specifically the
Letter to the Editor from Our HOA President and
Trustee and I had to read it a few more times before I
could even believe she would say or even think
anything like that. It is just a little over a year ago
when our President was elected to our Board of
Trustees, primarily because of the endorsement The
Seasoned Observer gave her. If she feels the way she
does about that paper, why would she allow herself to
be promoted by it? In my opinion the only thing it
proves is that she seems to be a fair weather friend.

How can she even remotely believe our home values
are down because of the articles written in the
Seasoned Observer? You would think President
Obama should call Marty and have him retract all his
articles so the housing market can return to normal.

I would hate to think what our home values would
be if it wasn't for the Seasoned Observer. We would
probably have signs telling everyone not to drink the
irrigation water, car ports in our clubhouse parking lot
and a giant list that goes on and on. I stood with Marty
and many of the staff of the Seasoned Observer when
we picketed the sales office for better warranty
reaction from Hovnanian. Does our President/Trustee
think that lowered our homes values or raised it? You
can go from issue to issue and we have to be thankful
for all the research that the Seasoned Observer does
for our community.

As a homeowner in a Florida HOA, I send copies
of the Seasoned Observer to my Board, And all I hear
is how right on point the Observer is. When our
President/Trustee says it is negative and detrimental to
Four Seasons and they should move, I hope she is
looking in the mirror when she makes those statements.
We should be ashamed we have her as our President.
Any person who says I love you when you back me, but
you should move when she reads another side to
stories she tells, like the Whirlpool heat control, is not
qualified to be a Trustee.

Continued on page 38

We call this game "NAME THE STAR
Identify this Hollywood Celebrities

by their

" Asa Yoelson
" Albert Einstein
" Barabra Huffman
" Krishna Banji
" Elanora Fagan
" Mary Cathleen Collins
" William Henry Pratt
" Carlos Ray
" Tula Finklea
" Frances Octavia Smith
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… Continued from page 37

Our President/Trustee even admits that some of
the ideas in the Seasoned Observer are good ones,
but she now elects to never read the paper again.
What kind of a Trustee is not interested in the "Good
Ideas". Our community deserves better than this
from our President and one of our Trustees.
Kenneth Ryan
Berkshire Village

The questions raised by these two residents
who responded to the Mongiello letter is simply
this. Is their letter to the editor any more negative,
disrespectful, or any other criteria that the
Newsletter may have used to reject them and yet
published Jo Mongiello’s? Is there a double
standard? You the reader can now make that
determination.

Last month in our October issue, in our
response to Jo Mongiello’s letter, we cited a few of
the things that we are most proud of in generating
what we believe were positive steps for our
community.

Since then, we have received many calls from many
of you reminding us of other achievements for
which the Seasoned Observer was responsible.
Allow all of us on the staff, to thank you for all
those kind words, and reminders. "

Editor’s Notes: The Seasoned Observer does not
intend to mimic in any way the policies of the
Newsletter as we are sure they do not follow ours. It
is our belief that both publications offer something
for our residents and it is important to recognize the
goals of each.

Our policy on Letters to the Editor is obviously
more open than theirs. It is however unfortunate
that when a letter is published in the Newsletter, any
response to it may, or may not be accepted.

" FREE Whole House Solar System
" Full System Warranty
" No Money Out of Pocket
" No Hidden Cost
" Instant Savings
" Call Now For a FREE Consultation

Receive your Electric through our FREE Solar
System. Lock in your Electric rate at 50% of
today’s rate and hedge against raising utility
rates in the future!

www.allseasonsolar.net
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By: Jim Cavallo

If you didn't disconnect your garden hose by
now, you're asking for trouble. DO IT NOW!

Is the water in your bathroom sink drain going
down slowly? If so it's probably clogged with hair.
The popup trip lever, the thing you pull up to fill the
sink is catching all the hair and needs to be
disconnected and cleaned out. If you’re handy, you
need a pair of pliers, or a channel lock, to loosen the
collar that holds the trip waste. Unscrew it, and you
might have to slide the trip handle off. All the hair
and goop is stuck on the piece you just disconnected.
Clean it and reinstall the piece into the drain, making
sure to engage it with the popup. Draino will not
clear this. Happy plumbing!

Now that the heat is on, turn the ceiling fans on.
No matter which way they are turning, they will help
to distribute the warm air around, before it goes thru
the ceiling and into the attic.

Those of you that wrap the AC unit outside should
leave some air to circulate in order to keep
condensation from forming. The unit was made to
work in the weather and all that's necessary is to put
something over the top to keep the leaves and snow
from getting in. I put a piece of plywood over the top
and a brick to keep it from blowing off, or drill a hole
on two sides of the wood and tie it to the wire screen.
Keep the unit clear of plants and shrubs in the
summer when it's running. If you restrict the air
flowing over the aluminum coil, you reduce the
efficiency and cause it to run more, which costs you
money in the long run. There is a spray cleaner you
can clean the coil with yourself.

Did you disconnect that hose????????? "

Smithville Inn
One North New York Road
Smithville, NJ 08205
For Reservations Call: 609-652-7777
www.smithvilleinn.com

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

Free Gift
While
Supplies last

Call for
reservations
now

This offer for
dinner
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By: Marty Horak

There is something going on and it just isn’t
right. We have taken up the side for the resident
who purchased the Leaded Glass Door and the
actions being taken against him are just plain
wrong!

We are going to recap this story and give you
the explanations we have heard from all the parties.

A person orders a home to be built at Four
Seasons in Manchester Village. As part of the
process, he is directed to the Hovnanian Design
Center, in Edison, New Jersey. As part of the
options offered is a “Leaded Glass Door” We have
seen a copy of his option list, titled, “Four Seasons
at Smithville/Manchester Village” and there in
black and white is a Leaded Glass Door at $3,685.

As part of the option package, the new
homeowner orders the Leaded Glass Door.

About 15 months after living at Four Seasons,
the ACC spots the door and tells the resident it
must be removed. Their reasoning is the door was
never offered as an option before and therefore he
must go back to Hovnanian and ask for his money
back. Now there is one sentence in our Governing
Documents which clearly says that anything the
builder does, is not reviewable by the ACC. It is
11.06 as follows:

11.06 Developer Exempt.
The Developer is exempt from the
requirements of ACC review.

The ACC ignores this and says it was never
offered to all residents and therefore it must be
removed. We now remind them that when Wexford
Village was being built, Hovnanian offered three or
four new model homes. Why are they accepted
when they were never offered to every resident
before? The answer is simple:

11.06 Developer Exempt.
The Developer is exempt from the
requirements of ACC review.

The resident attempts to have an ADR hearing
with our Judiciary Committee citing 11.06 as the
developer’s absolute right to make modifications as
he wishes. The ADR refuses to hear his case
because our governing documents are clear in the
fact that if an appeal is to be made against a ruling
of the ACC, it must go to the Board.

The appeal is filed, the Board meets for a second
time, and this time in secret.

The resident is not invited to make his own case
and the ruling is, the door must go. We ask once
again, how does the Board get around 11.06?

11.06 Developer Exempt.
The Developer is exempt from the
requirements of ACC review.

Now the Board has their HOA attorney
beginning a lawsuit against the resident unless he
removes the door. Our association will pay legal
fees that can be quite high when a court case is
involved. The resident’s lawyer will sue for all
court cost and legal fees. Unofficially for our HOA,
members of the Judiciary Committee are convinced,
as am I, as is anyone who has heard this case, all
feel the resident will win. And if he does, the
additional court costs, as well as the resident’s legal
cost will all fall on our association and reflected in
our dues. And so the question is, what does the
Board see that no one else has?

If the resident purchased the door from Home
Depot and had it installed without approval first, the
Board and ACC would be right.

If the resident purchased a door and gave it to
the developer to install for him, maybe the ACC
and Board would be right.

If the resident lived here for some time, then
called Hovnanian and ordered a door of this type to
be installed without approval, then perhaps the
ACC and the Board would be right.

But when the developer offered the door as an
option as clearly seen on the residents option list
and has it installed as part of the home the
developer is building, then we see no claim against
it by the ACC or the Board as being valid, simply
because of 11.06

11.06 Developer Exempt.
The Developer is exempt from the
requirements of ACC review.

We went to the Judiciary and under 12.03 of our
Governing Documents asked for a clarification or
interpretation of 11.06 as it appeared the Board and
the ACC read it differently. Our Governing
Documents make it quite clear that when an
interpretation of the documents are required or
requested by any member, it is the Judiciary who
makes the interpretation, not the Board, not the
ACC and not even the lawyer. Continued
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Continued

Accordingly, we made a formal request and
although the answer was very brief, we do believe it
says it all. Here is their response.
“The Judiciary committee has reviewed your
request for an interpretation of

11.06 Developer Exempt. The Developer is
exempt from the requirements of ACC review

and has concluded the provision is self
explanatory and clearly stands as written.”

It does not matter if the ACC does not like the
door, or feels it was wrong of Hovnanian to install
it. 11.06 clearly gives the developer the right and
denies the ACC from objecting. In effect, it says the
developer cannot do anything wrong with respect to
how he decides to build a house in our community.

It does not matter if the Board agrees with the
ACC and likewise feels the door should never have
been offered, 11.06 clearly states, it was the
developer’s right to offer it and it was the resident’s
right to purchase it.

We as a community have got to learn to live by
our Governing Documents. Every time we look to
circumvent them, we do a disservice.

We appear to be left with one question: What
will it take for our Board to admit they are wrong???

Subsequent event:
At the October 27 Board of Trustee meeting,

about 30 residents of Manchester Village came in
support of their neighbor and his right to keep the
door. They asked the Board why they filed a law-
suit and the Board responded emphatically, “There
is NO lawsuit.” Of course the Board’s very next
remark was, “they could not discuss the issue as
directed by their lawyer, while they are in
litigation.” HELLO

In the end, their plea’s were heard and the Board
agreed to revisit the issue. We were told it was never
a unanimous decision. So let’s hope they get it right,
accept provision 11.06, and drop the complaint.

Note: On November 1, 2010, we are told the Board
voted 4 to 1 in favor of allowing the door. Case
closed, they got it right after all (we wonder who
voted “NO”).

110W. White Horse Pike, Galloway, NJ 08205

NEW JERSEY’S
“Premiere Full Service Car Wash”

THE WORKS

ULTIMATE WASH
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ROYAL

FULL SERVICE
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Expires
Nov. 30, 2010

Expires
Nov. 30, 2010

Expires
Nov. 30, 2010

Expires
Nov. 30, 2010

Expires
Nov. 30, 2010

WITH THIS COUPON SAVE $4
Cannot be combined with any other offer

WITH THIS COUPON SAVE $3
Cannot be combined with any other offer

WITH THIS COUPON SAVE $2
Cannot be combined with any other offer

WITH THIS COUPON SAVE $1
Cannot be combined with any other offer

WITH THIS COUPON SAVE $1
Cannot be combined with any other offer
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By: Marty Horak

We have investigated the use of Home Care for
those needing assistance, companionship, nursing
care and rehabilitation help after any number of
serious medical issues, such as recuperating from a
stroke, or joint replacement, to the need of assistance
in your daily requirements

Much of this article is taken from periodicals from
Bayada Nurses, but it is the guidelines suggested that
we have examined and now pass on to you.

Home care in Your Home
Preserving independence is a primary concern for

senior citizens and people with disabilities, yet they
are often reluctant to admit they need assistance to
remain at home. Often, help from family or
institutions may be unavailable or cost-prohibitive.
For many, the solution has been home care.

Why Home Care?
Home care includes medical or non-medical

services provided in a client’s own home. Services
may include companionship, meal preparation, and
light housekeeping. For those with health problems,
aides can assist with tasks such as bathing. For more
complex cases, skilled nursing may be required.
Thanks to modern technology, many procedures that
once required hospitalization are now safe to perform
at home.

Choosing a Provider
It is suggested that when seeking a Home Care

provider, that certain questions be asked and
answered to your satisfaction:

" How are employees selected?
" Are employees bonded and insured?
" Are employees subject to criminal and

reference checks?
" Is the agency accredited?
" How are employees supervised?
" How are scheduling problems handled?
" How is the care plan determined?
" How is insurance and billing handled?

Things to Look For
Knowing how employees are selected is crucial

because these are the people who will be coming into
your home. Ask how the agency supports its
employees, and deals with after-hours problems.
Learn how insurance (Medicare) and billing is
handled. Ask if there are additional charges for
weekends and/or holidays. Do your homework and
you will feel better about your decisions. "

WEEKLY SPECIALS – EAT IN ONLY!

SUNDAY
½ PRICE APPETIZERS (ALL DAY)!

ALL PINT DRAFTS $2.25
BUB-BUD LIGHT, COORS LIGHT OR MILLER LITE
$1.00 OFF ANY CAPT. MORGAN PINT AT THE BAR

MONDAY
LARGE PIZZA $7.95

$2.00 OFF ANY BURGER ON THE MENU!
$3.00 ABSOLUT VODKA DRINKS

OR $3.00 CORONAS

TUESDAY
$4.00 BEEF OR CHICKEN CHEESE STEAKS

JUMBO SHRIMP DINNER $14.95 (SAVE $4.00)
LARGE MEAT LOVERS PIZZA $14.95
BUD OR BUD LITE BOTTLES $2.50

WEDNESDAY
35 CENT WINGS (ALL DAY)!

$1.00 OFF STEAMERS!
$2.50 COORS LIGHT BOTTLES

$3.00 WELL MARTINIS

THURSDAY
½ PRICE APPETIZERS ALL DAY ALL NIGHT

ANTIPASTO-CHEF SALAD OR TUNA SALAD $5.95
$2.50 MILLER LITE BOTTLES

$1.00 OFF ANY GROUPER ITEM

FRIDAY
CRAZY CAT SEAFOOD $5.00 OFF

PRIME RIB DINNER $21.95
6 BACON WRAPPED SCALLOPS $8.95 $2.00 OFF

HEINEKEN OR CORONA BOTTLES $3.00

SATURDAY
$5.00 OFF ANY CLUB SANDWICH!

SEAFOOD DINNER FOR TWO ($10.00 OFF)
ANY STROMBOLI $3.00 OFF

$1.00 OFF ANY BUCKET OF BEER
$3.00 SHOTS JAGERMEISTER-ABSOLUT

OR RUMPLE MINZE

½ PRICE APPETIZERS EVERY THURSDAY & SUNDAY!

BLACK CAT BAR & GRILL RESTAURANT
1 NORTH SHORE ROAD, ABSECON, NJ

641-2323 - 641-8223
WWW.BLACKCATBARANDGRILL.COM

ASO ON FACEBOOK & COUPONS & ENTERTAINMENT
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For Relief Call

Dr. Emma Bryan
Board Certified Podiatrist

In Primary Podiatric Medicine
Diabetic Foot Care and Wound Specialist

29 South New York Road
Smithville, NJ 08205

609-404-3200

THE HISTORIC CHURCH
of

ST. NICHOLAS OF TOLENTINE
Tennessee & Pacific Avenues, Atlantic City, NJ 08401

Msgr. William A. Hodge, Pastor Office 609-344-1040

MASS SCHEDULE
Weekdays 9AM and 12 Noon

Saturday 9 AM, 12 Noon
Vigils 4 PM and 5:30PM

Sunday 9 AM, 10:30 AM, 12 Noon

Confessions: daily at 11:30 AM and Sat. at 3:30 PM

Meditative Readings and gifts
for every occasion.

World wide imports for every occasion.
Christmas Shop open all year round

Parking on premises.
Open 7 days a week

TIRED OF PLAIN WALLS?

READY TO ADD COLOR?

PAINTING by JIM CAVALLO

. reasonable rates . reliable

. efficient . references

. excellent results

call JIM: 652-8591
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By: Marty Horak

The problem was, back then you didn’t need a
license or anything else to drive a boat of any size in
salt water. When they delivered my boat that very first
day, I had to dock it myself in a slip I had reserved.
You know that school of hard knocks I so often refer
to, well I must have knocked every piling, and half the
boats in our marina, until one guy yelled out, “Shut
the motor!”. He dove in the water, climbed up on deck
and taught me how to dock. Believe it or not, you
dock in neutral, not forward or reverse… Who knew?
At year end, I was named most improved boater, but
believe me from where I came, that meant very little.

Being the adventurer, we would often go from
Brick to Atlantic City, in the Barnegat Bay. Who ever
heard of Sea-Tow and buying insurance for their use?
One day, in the Barnegat, I get beached on a sand
dune. I radio for help and Sea-Tow tells me it will
cost about $125 to tow me off, or I can wait about two
hours for the tide to rise. Luckily, we had a large bowl
of fruit in the refrigerator and plenty of drinks… the
wait wasn’t that bad. The following year we had
insurance and when fishing lines wrapped around our
prop, we saved about $350 in towing charges from the
middle of the Barnegat to our slip. We discussed
selling the boat all the way back during that 3 hour
tow.

The problem with owning a boat, you made this
investment and so weekends are no longer open for
golf, we need to go boating. Within a year or two the
kids were off to college and Renée and I would spend
the day, sitting on the deck or taking a ride down to
Atlantic City from Brick.

No golf and the game soon begins to leave you.
We finally sold our boat just before we moved to Four
Seasons and I began playing golf again at Green-Tree.
What a nice course, no big problems, no holes too
long and I was able to shoot some pretty good scores.

Continued

FOUR
SEASONS
RESIDENTS

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT

I often think why golf is such a fabulous sport and
it reminds me of how and why I began and how it has
played a major role in my two sons’ abilities to deal
with people on a very professional basis. I am sure
many of you will have found similar rewards.

When in High School, I ran track and played
school basketball. Golf appeared to be a game for, in
my mind back then, “sissys”. So I agreed to go out
and play a round with one of the players on the
school’s golf team, just to show him how easy the
sport was. We played Dyker Beach, and even with
my rented clubs, I birdied the 12th hole, a short par 4
by hitting a grounder some 200 yards to about three
feet from the pin. Made that putt and scored 134 for
the day… Not such a sissy sport as I soon learned.

Within weeks I had my first set of Sam Snead
Blue Ridge Golf Clubs and became hooked like so
many of us are. I suspect I like golf against all other
sports because it is the only one where the field of
play differs from course to course and from hole to
hole. When I hear the tennis courts in the Bahamas
are wonderful… what’s the difference to those at
Four Seasons or anyplace else, aside from the
surface, the dimensions are identical.

When I lived in Marlboro, I joined Glen-Wood
Country Club, just off Route 9 in Old Bridge. During
the summer I would drop my son Jeff off at 7:30AM
every day and pick him up on the way home from
work at about 6:00PM. As a junior, he could not play
until noon and so he putted, and putted and putted.
When playing at noon, more often than not, he was
paired up with a group of ladies and he learned how
to be polite, hold the flag, and no cursing for bad
shots. He became a true gentleman, and that putting
time, allows him to play with the best of them today.

Now as good a game as golf is and how we are all
trying to improve from round to round, I must tell
you, buying a boat will destroy your golf game.

Over some weekend of fishing in a small rowboat
in the Shrewsbury River, I was hooked and as an
impulse buyer, ended up owning a Chaparral 23
footer and soon upgraded to a SeaRay Sundancer.

Just like my first impression of how easy golf
would be, how hard can it be to drive a boat. I bought
the Chatman book on rules, learned red, right return
and how to yield to a smaller boat. I even knew how
to pass a sailboat as to not break their wind (I did
break plenty of wind on my own, but that’s another
story for another time).

Specializing in Repairs, Stretching
Seaming, Stains, Burns, Bleach

and Paint Spots

By Ken Discount

NORTHFIELD ABSECON MARGATE
645-7773 748-2111 823-2227

SEA ISLE CITY AVALON & STONE HARBOR
263-2242 368-4550

Professional Carpet Repairs and Measurements
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Continued

Then reality hit. I read about Shore-Gate, a new
course opening near exit 17 on the Garden State
Parkway. Shore-Gate has several tees, beginning
with the Black (for the insane) Blue (just as insane),
White (very strong men), Gold (seniors) and Red
(ladies).

Up until that time, I never heard of senior tees
and always played the Blue or White. At Shore-
Gate I could have played from 20 yards in front of
the Reds and would have still been beaten up. What
a great golf course. I know some of you have played
there and for those who haven’t, treat yourself to a
round at a truly class A golf course.

During the winter months, they drop the rate to
about $49. Each year, my son Jeff and his family
come for Thanksgiving and we play a round at
Shore-Gate. A few years ago, Steve Schwab, Jeff
and I went to play on the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving. I reserved a 10AM Tee time and we
arrived about 9:30. As Steve will attest, we were the
only car in the parking lot. The weather was in the
high 50s to low 60s and no wind. It was beautiful.
Jeff played form the back and Steve and I from the
Gold.

On every hole, there were three maintenance
men, blowing the leaves from the rough near the
fairways into the woods. Finally, sometime during
the back nine we asked these men what they were
doing and why. They were told by management to
keep the rough free of leaves so the three of us
would not lose any balls under leaves (and it’s a
public course.)

When we finished, our car remained the only one
in the parking lot, and as we left, they closed the
course for the day behind us.

A final thought. The course was in spectacular
shape that November day, green plush fairways and
wonderful fast greens. Shore-Gate’s signature hole
is the ninth, a mere 648 yards from the back tee,
around water to a mound and sand-trapped protected
green. I will be there this Thanksgiving as well. I
will stand next to my son on the ninth Tee, laugh at
what confronts him and then march some 100 yards
to the gold Tee, where if I can even putt for a par, it
will have been a triumph. (Driver, 3-wood, 3-wood,
iron to green) And that’s only if I avoid the water
and any of the thousand traps Shore-Gate has. "

Dear Editor;
My husband and I bought a condo on Southampton

Drive in 2003. At that time we were asked to pay a $200
membership fee, which we did at closing.

Recently, we decided to purchase a private home in
Devonshire Village and at the time of closing we had to
pay a membership fee once again, this time for $1,000.

It seems to us that already being a member; we
should not have to pay another membership fee.
Therefore, can you please explain why we were
compelled to do so?

We were told that we (the HOA) really needs the
money and that is why the HOA needed to charge a
$1,000 fee. We feel this membership fee should be for
new comers and not for residents who are already
members of the association.

This maneuver is unfair and unjust. We were told it
was tilted “Membership Fee” because it would be illegal
to raise the original $200 contribution fee we all paid
when first buying here. Incidentally, we had to pay that
fee again as well.

When our first home is sold, we understand and agree
that the new buyer will be responsible for both of these
fees, but feel the Board never took into consideration
what would happen in cases such as ours. We would
expect the HOA to refund, what we would call a double
payment..

Mister Editor, please give us your thoughts.
Unfairly treated residents
Tina & John Vitello

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Vitello,
Through all my working years, when contracts

were brought up and/or challenged, the court of
equity (fairness) always ruled.

It is quite true that each resident upon purchasing
a home at Four Seasons was asked to pay a $200
contribution towards working capital, which acted
as a membership into our HOA. With no more new
homes to sell, that source of revenue is shrinking to
only re-sales and as you state, will be paid by the
buyer of your first home whenever that sale
happens. I am sure you realize that you will be
paying two maintenance fees as long as you own
two homes, to cover landscaping cost, even though
only one home has occupants who can use the
clubhouse, swim in the pools, put out garbage, etc.

All that being said, I do feel your argument is a
just one. When your first home is sold, that new
buyer will have to pay both fees. You were clearly a
member prior to purchasing your new home and
these charges of $200 and $1,000 seem to be
“Double Dipping”. "
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Quail Hill Professional Park
29 So. New York Road

Suite 400
Galloway, NJ 08205

www.quailhillrealty.net

Despite a fire, and other setbacks, this
slugger kept on hitting…

Now all the bases are loaded and fully
occupied with the services of:

5+1.24 4+'/
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Find the perfect Gift this Holiday Season…
Bring a friend or family member closer to you!

“Dedicated to bringing satisfied buyers and sellers together”…
It’s just that simple

Newport Ct. Chatham Way Manchester Kingston Ct. Wordsworth St. Ives Dover Ct.
HICKORY LARCH FREESIA FREESIA EVERGREEN FREESIA ELLISTON/VILLA
$210,000 $259,900 $299,000 $330,000 $344,000 $354,000 $216,500

Rita Manconi Denise Naples Joy Olson Ellen Schussler Betty Conti

James Sanders Clifford Adams Bettyann Mangold Bernadette Lopez Tony Taylor


